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Profile

Companies need practical solutions when they're looking to develop unique financings or
navigate stringent securities regulations. Alex works to deliver sound business strategies
essential for growth.

He is effective at helping his clients raise capital and access instruments of debt. They rely
on him to provide proactive and timely advice that is aligned with their commercial goals.

Alex has successfully undertaken a number of complex transactions for publicly traded
companies in the mineral exploration, technology, life sciences and oil and gas industries. In
touch with changing market trends, he has an intuitive ability to provide practical legal advice
and cement strong and communicative client relationships. This allows him to manage
financial expectations, meet compliance standards and ensure the appropriate corporate
measures are taken.

Services

> Mergers and acquisitions

> Reverse takeovers and qualifying transactions

> Prospectus offerings and IPOs

> Plans of arrangement, amalgamations and other corporate reorganizations

> Corporate governance, including regulatory compliance and policy crafting policies



> TSX, TSXV, CSE and cross-border listings

> Takeover bids and shareholder activism advice

> Property purchase, disposition, option, joint venture, royalty and earn-in agreements

> Private debt and equity financings

Alex's experience in the banking industry brings added value for his clients. He is responsive
to their unique requirements and knows the financial complexities they deal with. This
business-driven approach and appreciation for their performance targets enhances his
advice.

By taking the time to understand his clients' needs, Alex sees the big picture and
collaboratively develops commercially sensible solutions.

Credentials

Awards & Distinctions

> Best Lawyers in Canada: Ones to Watch, Mergers and & Acquisitions Law, 2022-2024

Industry Involvement

> Canadian Bar Association

> Law Society of British Columbia

Education & Call to Bar

> Call to Bar: British Columbia, 2018

> Juris Doctor, Thompson Rivers University, 2017

> Bachelor of Arts, Political Science and Government, University of Victoria, 2010 


